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Every generation has moments of crisis that define its people and history.
The outbreak of the coronavirus — and the disease it causes, Covid-19 —
continues to evolve in an unpredictable way. We realize this impacts all of us in
profound ways, both personally and professionally. We hope that you and your
loved ones are safe and healthy. Please know that our thoughts are with you
during this challenging time. The WCHS is committed to following the guidelines
and recommendations of our state, regional and national health officials. Society
programs and museum exhibits will resume when it is safe to do so. In the
interim, we are working to stay connected with you.
Under Governor Whitmer’s extended “Stay Home, Stay Safe” executive order,
people can engage in outdoor activities like walking, hiking, running, biking
while practicing physical distancing. This issue of Impressions has some ways to
explore history outdoors when you take your walk or are driving on an essential
errand. There are many historical buildings, structures, houses and sites that can
be viewed while walking in your community. See pages 4 & 5.
If you enjoy transcribing historical documents, there are even some ways for
volunteering online, see page 6. Do you (or someone you know) have an idea for
a project that promotes local history and could use $500 to make it happen? The
deadline for applying for the Pauline Walters Memorial Award is July 31, see
page 6. The next exhibit at the Museum on Main Street commemorates the 100th
anniversary of the ratification of the 19th Amendment - granting most American
women the right to vote. Our exhibit looks at the national story from a local
perspective. You can read more on pages 10 and 11.
Thanks to your participation, membership and advocacy, the WCHS has been
able to protect and preserve many wonderful aspects of the county’s history
since 1857. For that, we are tremendously grateful. History teaches us that our
communities are remarkable and resilient. People pull together, priorities are
re-evaluated and we increase our capacity to change, grow and help our
neighbors in need. For now, please know we are thinking of you and wishing
you our very best.
		

Karen L. Jania – WCHS Board President

In this Issue...
The Museum on Main Street

Open Saturday & Sunday, 12 noon-4PM
500 N. Main Street • Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-662-9092 • wchs-500@ameritech.net
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A Beacon of History
Stands at Main,
E. Kingsley & Beakes

WALL STREET
TO
MAIN STREET

30
YEARS

By Susan Wineberg
The building at 500 N. Main began its
life across the Huron River in Lower
Town at 1015 Wall Street. It was built
in phases in the 1830s, with the oldest
section (the middle room) dating to
1835 and the front section to 1839.
A small side section was added in the
1840s.
In the late1980s the University of
Michigan decided to demolish this
building for a parking structure. UM
offered the house to the City of Ann
Arbor which accepted, then later
decided that it had no use for it.
A letter was written to the University
planner, Fred Mayer, explaining the
significance of the house and asking if
the University would consider having
it moved.
At that time, Thelma Graves, a WCHS
Board member, suggested to then
Society President, Karen O’Neal, that
the Society try to acquire the house
for a Museum. Through O’Neal’s
leadership, the support of the
University, and the city’s agreement
to lease the land, the project became
a reality. The house was moved on
June 10, 1990, thirty years ago.
The house is an extremely rare example
in Michigan of an unremodeled 1830s
house and therefore is an artifact itself.
The builders of our house, members
of the Kellogg and Warden families,
were typical of the settlers coming to
Michigan in this time period. They were
millers, statesmen and merchants from
Cayuga County, New York, and probably came to Michigan via the Erie Canal.
A large collection of letters from the
Kelloggs to family and friends in New
York resides at the Bentley Library on
the UM’s North Campus and is a rich
trove of information on this emigrant
time period.

Mrs. Greiner and daughters in front of house on Wall Street

Ann Arbor’s Wall Street didn’t live up the financial reputation of its counterpart
and the Kelloggs did not prosper as they had dreamed. Many died here and are
buried at Fair View Cemetery on Pontiac Trail. Only one member, Dorr Kellogg
(treasurer of our Society in 1877), remained in Ann Arbor—the rest having
returned to New York State. The house stood empty after Charles Kellggs death
in 1843 until it was purchased in 1853 by Samuel Ruthruff, a pioneer who had
arrived in Washtenaw County in 1837 from Seneca County, New York.
He and his family lived in the
house from 1853 until 1877,
despite almost losing it in the
Panic of 1857. His son-in-law,
Freeman P. Galpin, saved the
day and the Galpins maintained
ownership until 1889, 12 years
after Samuel died. These
families have close associations
with Superior Township and
Dixboro.
In 1890, the house was
purchased by Charles Greiner,
a gardener who worked in
the nearby greenhouses. His
descendants occupied the house
for the next 100 years. Greiner
had six girls and their names are
written in pencil on the door to
the attic. The Bauer and Marz
families also lived at 1015 Wall
Street.
The Museum on Main Street the
Society’s first home, rolled across the Broadway bridge and was set on cribbing,
133 years after Ann Arbor pioneer John Geddes called for the formation of a
society on Sunday, June 10, 1990.
.
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History en Plein Aire
1836 ARTIFACT

“En plein air,” is the French expression
for “in the open air.” Plein air painting
is about artists leaving the four walls of
their studio behind and experiencing
painting and drawing in the landscape.

Acquired in 1930 through
the efforts of Emil Lorch,
former dean of the
College of Architecture.
This entrance portal was
once part of the oldest
stone building in Detroit,
the Bank of Michigan, built
in 1836 at the corner of
Jefferson Avenue and
Griswold Street. Gift of
Emory Clark of Detroit.
Central Campus; Lawn,
southwest side of Lorch
Hall. Across the street from
another architectural gem,
UM Law School

Following Governor Whitmer “Stay
Home, Stay Safe” Executive Order,
“individuals may leave their home
or place of residence, and travel as
necessary to engage in outdoor
physical activity, maintaining physical
distance of 6-8 feet. Outdoor physical
activity includes walking, hiking,
running, cycling, kayaking, canoeing,
or other similar physical activity, as well
as any comparable activity for those
with limited mobility”.

WALK, LEARN AND
SEE CITY HISTORY
Walking through Downtown,
Midtown/Campus and Lower Town
Ann Arbor, you will notice large three
dimensional glass panels, pedestal
images, wall signs and other artifacts
that interpret the city’s history in
relation to the present street-scape of
today. The first of its kind in the nation,
this award-winning street exhibit
creates a visual history that offers a
unique way for residents and visitors to
connect to our community’s history.
PAGE 4

Alexander Liberman 1996; Steel; Sculpture
N.Campus; East side of Lurie Engineering Center

“The Wave Field” by Maya Lin 1995; Earth, Grass;
Earthwork North Campus; Courtyard, SE side
of Francois-Xavier Bagnoud Building

					

THE GARDENS @
MAIN & BEAKES
Every year, Master Gardener Lillie
Ferguson turns the bare earth
surrounding the Museum on
Main Street into an enchanting
retreat of colors, textures, shapes
and scents. We invite you to
enjoy it as you walk past. There
is a garden bench where you can
rest and repose. It’s right next to
a section of interurban train rail
recovered from Huron and Main
Street. There are more than a
dozen gardens to see.
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WALKING
TRAILS

1918 Flu Epidemic in Ann Arbor
Between the summers of 1918 and 1919, millions of people around the
globe died of a deadly variant of influenza known as the "Spanish flu."
A half a million Americans lost their lives, far more than perished in WWI.
It was a terrifying time. Each delivery of the Ann Arbor News brought a
column of the previous day's flu deaths, near the column of war deaths.
In contrast to most epidemics, the influenza hit young people in their
prime, including soldiers who had survived battlefields and parents who
had just begun families.

Matthaei Botanical Gardens
The Sam Graham Trees Trail takes you
to a special collection of trees native to
the state of Michigan. These trees are
in their natural ecosystems, in restored
versions of native ecosystems, or in
groupings that simulate how these
trees are typically found in the wild.
This trail also winds through several
different types of habitat. You’ll walk
through floodplain forest and along a
tamarack swamp. The Helen V. Smith
Woodland Wildflower Garden links
the lower wetlands to the uplands.

The first Ann Arbor death occurred on October 6, 1918. On October 16,
with more than 200 cases of flu in the city and many more on campus, the
city health officer ordered all places of public assembly closed indefinitely.
Public schools were closed the next day, and the University Musical Society
canceled a concert by the Italian tenor Enrico Caruso. All university
faculty and students were ordered to wear face masks, and local
citizens were urged to do the same.
A picture of the 66th victim, eighteen-year-old Daisy Davis, adorns
her Bethlehem Cemetery sarcophagus. There appears to be no official
mortality count for Ann Arbor, but before the News stopped running daily
tallies at the end of October, it reported 115 deaths. By then, the epidemic
was abating; the ban on public assembly was lifted on November 9.
The Michigan football team was national champion in 1918.
The Wolverines were undefeated (outscoring their opponents 96-6),
but played just five games. The rest of the season was canceled due to
the epidemic and wartime travel restrictions.
Tim Athan, in the Ann Arbor Observer November, 2011

The Nichols Arboretum - (“The Arb”)
As a designed landscape commission
begun in 1907, the Arb has specialty
gardens, landscapes, natural areas,
and areas of ecosystem restoration
research. Nearly 3.5 miles of trails crisscross the Arb and connect all three of
its entrances at Nichols Drive, Geddes
Road, and Washington Heights.
The trails pass by or through the
peony garden, Heathdale, Alex Dow
Field, along the Huron River, the main
valley, and others. Walkers and hikers
only on the trails and in the Arb; no
bikes and dogs are allowed on leash.
The Rampant Unicorn - Berthold
Schiwetz, Bronze; Sculpture, University
of Michigan Central Campus; Garden,
east side of Michigan League.

1918 University of Michigan football team: Front row (left to right) John Perrin, Ken Knode, Fred Hendershot,
Arthur Karpus; Middle row Edwin Boville, William Cruse, Abe Cohn, William Fortune, Chester Morrison, Angus
Goetz, Eddie Usher; Back row Dr. George May, Frank Steketee, Paul Freeman, Robert J. Dunne, Frank Czysz, Theo
Adams, Donald Springer, Philip Bartelme
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Have a History Project?
Apply Now for the Pauline
Walters Memorial Award
This award
grants financial
support to an
individual or
organization
that fulfills
our mission to
educate and
inspire our
community to
engage in the
preservation
and presentation of Washenaw
County history. It was established in
memory and honor of Pauline who
served the Society for many years in
various capacities from board member to President. From the moment
the Museum opened she was present
every weekday. Pauline truly loved
history, helping people, volunteering
and the Museum on Main Street.
The maximum award amount is $500.
Apply online by July 31, 2020 at
washtenawhistory.org.

SMITHSONIAN SEEKS DIGITAL VOLUNTEERS
You can help make the Smithsonian Institution collections more accessible
by volunteering online to transcribe historical documents or edit Wikipedia
articles related to their artifacts and research. The Smithsonian Transcription
Center is looking for volunteers to transcribe field notes, diaries, ledgers,
manuscripts and other documents. transcription.si.edu

PUT YOUR RESEARCH SKILLS TO WORK
You don’t need specialized background, training, or expertise to participate.
You’ll be able to study authentic objects of interest gathered by researchers,
like images of faraway galaxies, historical records and diaries, or videos of
animals in their natural habitats. By answering a few simple questions about
them, you’ll help contribute to the research. They also need transcription help
turning a collection of digitized handwritten correspondence between
anti-slavery activists in the 19th century into texts that can be more easily
read and researched by students, teachers and historians. zooniverse.org

HELP THE NATION’S RECORD KEEPER
With your help, the records of the National Archives can be more searchable
and discoverable. The National Archives preserves and provide access to the
records of the U.S. government, including the Declaration of Independence
and the-constitution, as well as the records of ordinary citizens. Many of the
documents are handwritten. They are looking for volunteers to add tags to
records, and transcribe documents. archives.gov/citizen-archivist

How Letters Between Two Brothers Reveal Ordinary Details of a New Settlement
John Geddes talking with a salesman in the
front yard of his house that still stands, date unknown
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When historical documents and letters
are transcribed they bring the past
to the present. The Geddes Letter
website collaboration between the
Ann Arbor District Library, the Bentley
Historical Library, and the WCHS does
precisely that. There are over 100
letters written between early Washtenaw County settler John Geddes and his
brother William in Pennsylvania.
John chaired the first meeting of the
Historical Society on December 17,
1857. The letters begin in 1825 and
end in 1844 when William moved to a
farm in Pittsfield Township. They were
found in an abandoned house in Groton, MA, in the late 1990s. They were
purchased by Russell E. Bidlack from
a collector. Bidlack transcribed many
of the letters and the rest were transcribed by Pauline Walters and Roger
Stutesman. aadl.org/geddes_letters
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Preserving and Housing the Past - for the Future

P

lans are in motion for the
design and installation of a
second high density storage
unit in the basement at the Museum
on Main Street. You can see by the
recent donations why the increased
capacity is so necessary.
We are grateful to those who donated
money for this preservation milestone.
However, there is one volunteer who
has made it possible for this project to
happen – WCHS board member David
Ferguson, the son of Pauline Walters.
From design, installation coordination,
updating the lighting, technology and
complementing the first unit, his time
and contributions are unmatched and
extremely appreciated.
This second unit provides the shelving
that we need to effectively house and
protect the growing collection of
objects and artifacts in the space that
we have. Thanks to the interest in local
history, we are receiving requests to
donate artifacts that are connected to
Washtenaw County. For the present,
curator, Judy Chrisman is working from
home. If you have something that is
part of our local history to donate,
You can email Judy with a description
and a photo if possible. Send it to
judychr@aol.com.

Recent Donations from the Community
Items belonging to Yahr family including William A. Yahr who had several auto
agencies and other businesses, baby contest items for Ron Yahr and Betty Yahr,
photos, newspaper clippings, items related to Betty Yahr’s years playing baseball
(high school, semi-pro and pro) including photos, clippings, uniform, pro baseball
team, Rockford Peaches, in the Baseball Hall of Fame—from Ron Yahr.
Ruler—12”, Butts & Swisher—from Barbara Cope
Two doctor bags and medical instruments—belonged to Dr. Christian Kapp of
Manchester—transferred from Mackinac State Parks, previously displayed at Dr.
Beaumont house on Mackinac Island
Cancelled checks—J.L. Lundy and Joan H. Lundy, National Bank & Trust Co., Ann
Arbor, MI, 1968; invoice--membership dues, Ann Arbor Town Club, June 22, 1967;
video tape--”Barton Hills: Walter & Mary Esch”—from Jan Lundy.
Pen & ink drawing—old Ann Arbor Railroad Station by Ahern, 1973—from
Renee Robbins
Collection of 50 black and white snapshots of Zeeb family of Earhart Rd.,
Ann Arbor, some labelled; copy of marriage license—Florence K. Zeeb and Thomas
Mars LaCrone, Jr., Jan. 17, 1936; genealogy chart of LaCrone’s and Zeeb’s—from
Martha Zeeb Oetzel.
Papers and documents and a few artifacts relating to George Snyder, first
school bus driver in Ann Arbor Public Schools, and his wife Dorothy, a seamstress
and later a nurse and their daughter Nancy Snyder, who served on Washtenaw
County Historic District Commission—about 40 items—from Donna Griffard.
Collection of papers, most pertain to John and Mary Immer. It includes deeds,
mortgages, receipts, insurance and receipts dating from 1838 to 1889 as well as
the naturalization paper of John Immer dated October 1, 1844; 14 transparency
slides, 3 of the Venner House in Ypsilanti taken in 1984 and 11 of various Ann Arbor
schools taken in 2000—from Lenawee County Historical Society.
Local photos and snapshots—most unlabeled; small daybook from
1908 belonging to George Wagner—from Kent Burkhardt.
Postcards—County Court House; Legal Research Library, University of
Michigan—from Alvin Schaut.
Book--"Par Excellence Highlights of Sixty-five Years at Barton Hills Country
Club (1917-1982, John F. Mayhew—purchased at AAUW book sale by Ann Ringia
for our collection.
7 issues of Gargoyle, University of Michigan humor magazine, 1960s, 2 issues
of Big Fat Magazine, 1970, 1 issue of Sundance, Oct. 1970—found on porch in
archival box.
Pony keg—Ann Arbor Brewing Co., Ann Arbor, Mich., matchbook cover—
Woodruff's Grove, Ypsilanti, MI—from Harry Cross.
1835 Warranty deed—sale of 40 acres by William and Mary Flatt to Joseph O.
Gilbert, sect. 19, Sharon Township, Jan. 20, 1835—from Kelly Sutkamp.
2 Ann Arbor High School Omega yearbooks, 1931, 1935—
from Nancy Gabrianelli.
2 aerial photographs of junkyard, State & Ellsworth, framed—from Harold
Losey (junkyard owned by father).
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THE ARGUS MUSEUM

Celebrating Art Dersham & Milt Campbell
By Cheryl Chidester

Those of us at the Argus Museum,
and members of the Argus Collectors
Group had the honor of getting
to know Art during our annual
conferences. Because of eagerness
to share his Argus knowledge and
energy and enthusiasm, Art rose to
the status of an “Argus Conference
Rock Star”.

Recently, The Argus community lost
two beloved members – both were
longtime Argus Cameras Inc.
employees and active members of
the Argus Museum and the Argus
Collectors Group: Art Dersham and
Milt Campbell.
Art passed away at the age of 96,
October 29, 2019. Born February 23,
1923 in Adrian Michigan, he attended
Ann Arbor High School. After graduation in 1942, Art began working at the
Willow Run Airport building airplane
wings. Like many of his generation,
WWII greatly impacted his life. When
watching a movie at the Michigan
Theater, an usher stopped the film to
announce the attack on Pearl Harbor;
he enlisted in the Army in January
1943. After basic training, Art attended
Airplane Mechanic School, Aerial
Gunnery School and Combat Crew
Training. His crew, stationed in Eye,
England, was assigned to the 8th Air
Force, 490th Bomb Group, 849 Squadron. As a turret gunner of a B-17 “Flying
Fortress”, Art and his crew remarkably
survived 27 bomb run missions over
Germany. At the age of 21, he achieved
the rank of Staff Sergeant and received
the Air Medal with three oak Leaf
Clusters, the European-African-Middle
Eastern Service Medal and the Good
Conduct Medal for Air Combat over
Rhineland and Central Europe.
After the large number of bomb
runs, instead of grounding the crew,
they were assigned weather
reconnaissance until VE Day.
Soon after returning home, Art met his
future wife, Shirley, on a blind date at
Ann Arbor’s iconic Drake’s Sandwich
Shop. They married August 8th, 1947.
Married for 63 years, they had three
daughters - Sharon, Sandy and Sherry.
After the War, Art worked as a timekeeper for the local manufacturer,
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Milt Campbell-taken by Adrian Wylie with Argoflex-E

King-Seeley (manufacturers of the first
dash-mounted automobile gas gage)
and as a microscope repairman before
joining Argus Cameras Inc. in 1952
as a repairman. (The Argus warranty
and repairs were widely recognized
and their reputation was a big selling-point.) Argus employees were a
close-knit group. Often multiple
family members worked for the
company. Art was no exception.
His wife, Shirley, and brother, Elwyn,
along with his sister and brother-inlaw, were all employed by Argus. As
Art’s brother, Elwyn, once commented,
I think everyone in Ann Arbor worked
for Argus at one time”. The Argus Eyes,
the company’s newsletters, contain
snippets of Art and Shirley’s’ vacations
with other Argus families, including
a trip to Mackinaw Island (1951) and
Lockhart, TX (1954). (Art and Shirley’s
employee badges are on display in the
Argus Museum. They are among the
several items donated by Art to the
Argus Museum.)
Art worked for Argus until they closed
their Ann Arbor doors. When Argus
moved much of the operations to
South Carolina in the late 1960s, Art
was part of the crew that established
Huron Camera Repair, which became
Huron Cameras. In later years, Art
left Huron Cameras to work for
relatives - owners of H&H Distributing.

					

Art and Milt knew each other;
meeting at Argus (They were both
hired by Art Parker) Art was among
those who, with Milt, established
Huron Camera Repair in 1970. In later
years, they would sit together and
reminiscce during the Argus
Museum conferences.
We lost Milt Campbell at the age
of 84 on January 24, 2020. Born in
Annandale, MN, his family moved to
Detroit when Milt was young – his
father found factory work. Subsequent
moves included Berkeley, Acreville, a
farm just outside Ann Arbor and,
finally, Dexter where he graduated
from high school in 1953.
Milt heard that Argus Cameras Inc.
was a great place to work – good pay,
profit-sharing, paid vacations. In 1953,
he applied for a job and was hired in
the Service Department focusing cameras after they were repaired. After a
few months, he was transferred to the
Repair Department. He spent a short
stint in the Accounting Department,
and, at the age of 25, he managed one
of the company’s warehouses
overseeing approximately 20 of an
all-women crew before being assigned
back to the Repair Department. Milt
enjoyed his work there and took pride
in his talent of trouble-shooting and
fixing cameras and other photography
equipment and the fact that he
could completely disassemble and
reassemble Argus cameras without
much difficulty.
Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8

When employed at Argus, he met and
married Betty Jean. They had three
children together; Vern, Deb and Dale.
Among the Argus Eyes snippets are the
birth of his Dale (7 lbs. 5 ½ oz.), mentioning his siblings Vern and Debra),
recognition of his 5th anniversary in
the Service Department (1958) and the
top Suggestion Award for November
1955 of using scrapped top covers
as replacement parts earning him
$218.11.
Both Art and Milt would reminisce
about fellow employees who were
friends, lunches in the cafeteria and at
the Round Table diner at 114 W. Liberty
Street, and the many activities that
Argus offered its employees – picnics
at Independence Lake, bowling and
golf leagues and the Christmas parties
held at the Michigan Theatre.
When a later owner, General Telephone
and Electric (GTE) moved Argus Camera’s Service and Repair Departments
to Elk Grove, IL, Milt transferred to
the new center and was there to train
others. However, the warehouse was
very inefficiently run. He was hired to
do the same in the company’s
Columbia, SC facility with the same
challenges. So, with six others, including Art Dersham, Milt established
Huron Camera Repair in 1970. The
company contracted work to repair
Argus equipment. At one point, they
had ten employees repairing over 400
cameras a month – that was over three
quarters of repair work of the entire
company! Customers began to ask
Huron Camera Repair to order camera
equipment for them and develop film.
Overtime, the company became Huron
Cameras and boasted of five storefronts. Former customers’ stories about
the business almost always include
the impressive knowledge of the staff
(“couldn’t be stumped”), the reputation
of repairing equipment and the bins
and bins of camera parts. The last of
the stores, the original Dexter location,
closed its doors December 30, 2014.

Elywn and Art Dersham (photo by Adrian Wylie, taken with an Argoflex-E)

years in the storefront window of Huron Cameras, taking two-to-three months
(over 350 hours) to set up. His village included over 350 buildings and hundreds
and hundreds of trees, trucks, people. He later donated the collection to Gordon
Hall/Dexter Area Historical Society.
An audio interview of Milt Campbell and Art and Elwyn Dersham can be found on
the Ann Arbor District Library’s site at aadl.org/node/218815 and a video
interview of Milt can be viewed at aadl.org/node/369972.
Both men were generous with their knowledge and donated personal Argus
belongings. We are so very lucky to have gotten to know them. They will be missed.
This year’s conference won’t be the same without them.

SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS... ONLINE!
“How Far Have We Come?” The Argus Museum will be commemorating
women’s suffrage and the 100th Anniversary of the 19th Amendment with
a juried photograph exhibition. Through photography, artists are asked to
examine the progress, or lack of it, not just women but for others who have
been, and continue to be disenfranchised, or what the future may hold for
these groups. The scheduled opening is October 8, 2020, online submissions are now being accepted. Find out more about the competition and
submit your photographs through CameraMall, an exhibit co-sponsor at
cameramall.com/pages/how-far-have-we-come-photo-contest

Two of Milt’s loves were photography
and bird-watching. Another was his
Christmas village, displayed for many
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The Argus Museum
Open Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM
525 W. William
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-769-0770
cchidester@onealconstruction.com
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THE

WOMEN’S

MARCH TO THE BALLOT BOX

The next exhibit at the Museum on Main Street will be “The Women’s
March to the Ballot Box “ This exhibit will focus on the women (and men)
of Ann Arbor and nearby cities who worked for suffrage at local, state,
and national levels. They worked not only for the right to vote, but for the
right to serve in public office.
You will see an original 4th Ward metal ballot box that is being loaned
for the exhibit by Will Hathaway. It was in a brick building (310 S. Ashley,
built in 1901) that served as the polling place and meeting hall for Ann
Arbor’s Second Ward. A parade of suffragettes will lead visitors through
the exhibit on a journey of photographs, stories, documents, hats and
dresses. Suffragette Teas were a popular way for women to meet and
share the message. We invite you to come see the one, that might have
happened at the home of one of our local families who supported
women having the right to vote.

MICHIGAN
SAMPLE
BALLOT
1918

This practice ballot
for Michigan’s 1918 vote
on women’s suffrage was found stuck between the pages of an English grammar textbook at Michigan State. It instructs
voters how to go about marking their ballots – conveniently showing them how to vote NO if they “desire to vote against
Woman Suffrage.” (Andrew Lundeen, MSU)
PAGE 10 					
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SILENT SENTINELS

The Silent Sentinels were women who held non-violent and silent protests for
women’s suffrage, in front of Woodrow Wilson’s White House. However, public
reaction to their protest was neither silent nor non-violent. The women protested
for two and a half years. six days a week from January 10, 1917 until June 4, 1919,
when the Nineteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution was passed
by Congress. After Congress passed the Nineteenth Amendment, the suffragettes
turned their attention to state ratification. Tennessee turned out to be the tipping
point state becoming the thirty-sixth state to ratify the Nineteenth Amendment.
It was won by the single vote of a legislator, Harry T. Burn, who had opposed the
amendment but changed his position after his mother sent him a telegram saying:

“Dear Son, Hurrah! and vote for suffrage. Don’t forget to be a
good boy and help Mrs. Catt put the ‘rat’ in ratification.”
Gathering of the Michigan Grange in Ypsilanti, supporters of suffrage.
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Susan B. Anthony was best known as
a leader in the suffrage movement to
secure voting rights for women, but
she also was a strong anti-slavery and
temperance advocate. Anthony was
arrested on Thanksgiving Day in 1872,
for voting in her hometown of Rochester, N.Y., in the presidential election
between Ulysses S. Grant and Horace
Greeley. She was fined $100 and
convicted in a widely publicized trial.
Although she refused to pay the fine,
the authorities declined to take further
action. Her courage helped bring
attention to the suffragettes cause,
however, Anthony did not live to see
women get the right to vote.
The 19th Amendment, or the measure
that ensured women the right to vote,
was passed in 1920 and is known as
the Susan B. Anthony Amendment.
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Thank You First Responders
and Every Essential Worker
In 2016, the second
grade classes of Ann
Arbor STEAM (Science,
Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Mathematics)
at Northside School
asked the Museum on
Main Street to come
talk to them about
making an exhibit about
community helpers.
We looked at the second
grade curriculum to
see what and who
community helpers are.
Community helpers are
the essential workers
who provide services
and products that make
our lives easier, safer and
healthier. They remind
us of how inter-connected we all are. They include doctors, nurses, EMS (Emergency Medical Services) providers, chefs, bakers, soldiers, teachers, dentists, mail
carriers, bus drivers, babysitters, builders, waiters, healthcare and social service
workers, grocers, grocery store stockers and clerks, delivery drivers, cleaners,
plumbers, firefighters, farmers, librarians, printers, publishers, small business
owners and volunteers to name a few. These are the people we are counting on
right now to help us during the coronavirus pandemic.
The students asked themselves: “As Museum Curators, how can we learn
about, preserve and present the history of an Ann Arbor Community Helper?”
They chose to focus on the First Responders - Ann Arbor Police and Fire
Department, EMS, and University of Michigan C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital. For
this exhibit, members of the police, fire and medical community shared very
compelling stories in the classroom and under the guidance of teachers
Atoya Martin and Lisa Bankey, students did all of the research, writing, designing,
creative work and construction. The WCHS worked with the AAPD, AAFD and
EMS to add some artifacts and objects.
We are truly thankful to all of the people who have worked tirelessly to help our
community through these uncertain times. The work you are doing means
everything right now. Thank you very much.

WHAT IS YOUR COVID-19 HISTORY?

KEEP A JOURNAL

We are living in a truly life-changing historic moment. Being mostly
at home in order to slow down the
spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19),
has changed all of our habits within
the span of a few days. There will
be news and government sources
documenting many of the public
aspects of the pandemic.
But we also need stories from
individuals and families, the
personal accounts of what it was
like to live through this time. If you
want to create a COVID-19 journal
for history’s sake, think like a future
historian. What would you want to
know about this time?
You can use a blank notebook to
record your thoughts, dating each
entry, or a calendar notebook that has
pre-dated but limited space. It can be
one sentence to pages. You can also
keep a digital journal. A Smart phone
talk-to-text microphone easily creates
text from your words (remember to say
the puncuation). Journal entries can
also be short videos and a picture is
always worth a thousand words.
If you want your journal to be used by
historians in the future, explain things
as fully as you can so that historians
can understand the situation.
When you are ready to pass it on as a
historical document, contact one of
the County’s historical organizations
and offer it for their collection. Your
COVID-19 journal will show people
in the future that humanity responds
with resilience to challenging
situations.

